
Background

In a world where wireless technology has become a driving force of enterprise business requirements, so too has 

the technology evolved from legacy hardware options and wireless technology, holistically, into new and exciting 

options on both the physical hardware and wireless standards front. It seems relatively intuitive to invest in either a 

predictive, active, or passive survey, but once you have a solution that fits the needs of your enterprise, what next? 

Looking beyond the technology and understanding the logistics of how next generation wireless platforms have 

evolved from a hardware and implementation perspective to newer platforms with much more built-in robust 

technology will help you make an informed decision as to what works best for you as an engineer architecting the 

solution for your enterprise.

Wireless has evolved sharply since the days of legacy technologies utilizing 802.11b, a, g, and n standards – and 

even today with the advent of 802.11ax and Wi-Fi-6. Chipsets have become stronger and more robust. True mobility 

functionality determines how the enterprise networking environment will be developed and deployed. Guest access 

and expandability have also become deciding factors for your enterprise solution, as has the decision between on-

premises versus cloud-based solutions.

Other considerations include the number of clients that need to be supported in each wireless location, what 

services they can access, and whether specific access points require external antenna capability or outdoor 

placement in potentially inclement weather situations.

No matter what choice you make for your enterprise, understanding the key components of each model, the 

limitations, the enhancements, and other requirements, is part of the overall process in the evolution of the wireless 

enterprise environment and decision-making process.

Wireless technology is rapidly evolving, along with the requirements for 

enterprises that require upgrades to either an existing or a new architecture. 

The challenge for any upgrade to your wireless environment is determining 

your organization’s needs and desires, including legacy hardware and software 

requirements which may have caveats of their own. 
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Dipping in and deciding what access point works best for the needs of the enterprise can be challenging, at best. 

Often, a researching engineer will not only reference Cisco documentation, but invest time looking into solutions 

and testimonies that have worked for other customers and engineers that have faced similar situations.

Solution

The solution involves educating yourself, obtaining the opinion and assistance of a certified enterprise networking 

professional organization, and referencing Cisco documentation for best practices when it comes to upgrading an 

environment with legacy hardware or software. This is important as issues arising from some situations, such as 

upgrading Wireless LAN Controllers, have the potential to cause major network outages based on feature parity and 

lack of support for newer versions of software for legacy access points.

It is imperative when investing in your wireless enterprise, whether to upgrade or implement new hardware or 

software, to reach out to a certified enterprise networking professional organization to ensure the success and 

stability of your overall enterprise networking and wireless environment.

As of today, Cisco recommends several options for access points geared specifically to the needs of developing a 

new wireless network or enhancing an existing enterprise with newer, more powerful technology. The Cisco Aironet 

1800, 2800, and 3800-series access points utilize 802.11ac Wave 2 standard, while the newer Catalyst 9100-series 

access points leverage next generation Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) technology. 

What does all this mean? 

In 2018, the Wi-Fi Alliance began leveraging a numbering scheme for the 802.11 protocols that we have all come to 

know. Chronologically speaking, Wi-Fi generations 1–6 refer to the 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, 802.11n, 802.11ac, and 

802.11ax protocols, respectively. It is important to note that newer technologies, such as Wi-Fi 5 and 6, are backward 

compatible with older IEEE protocols – which is important for legacy technology that requires coverage on, for 

example, the 2.4 GHz band. 

Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) Next Generation Wireless Standard (Chart A)



The challenge we face here is determining which of the newer technologies to implement: Wi-Fi 5 (“ac”) or 6 (“ax”)? 

What are the advantages of one or the other? To answer this question, we need to understand the capabilities of 

each technology.  Chart A (above) explains some of the key differences with both technologies.

As the chart above shows, Wi-Fi 6 effectively allows more bits to be sent with each transmission for bolstered speed. 

In environments where crowding is an issue, you can count on Wi-Fi 6 to better utilize the wireless spectrum for 

overall performance. It builds on Wi-Fi 5 – which is already more than suitable for most environments – by accounting 

essentially for more congested environments and bolstering performance better than its predecessor. 

This is imperative when you consider that the “smart home” or “smart enterprise” grows smarter. Assume for a minute 

that you do decide to invest into Wi-Fi 6 access points, such as the Cisco Catalyst 9100-series APs. 

There are always certain software limitations based on the model of access point you are selecting or already have 

deployed. The best place to refer to in these circumstances is the Compatibility Matrix, which outlines distinctly 

what minimal levels of software are required for certain access points to function properly and associate with your 

controller(s). 

The Compatibility Matrix is critical. Aspire has addressed forced upgrade halts on existing Wireless LAN Controllers 

(WLCs) to prevent incongruencies and feature parity for legacy access points when moving to a new platform piece 

by piece as per customer request. When opting to move in the direction of newer access points, it is always best 

to reference the Compatibility Matrix first to ensure your existing deployment – if present – is compatible with any 

upgrades to your controller while simultaneously considering adding new access points into the environment.

Assume you decide to deploy Cisco 9100-series Catalyst access points (utilizing Wi-Fi 6 technology) into an 

Cisco WLC Software Releases, AP IOS Releases, and Supported Access Points (Chart B)



architecture comprised of legacy Aironet 1142N access points, for example. This represents a major change because, 

per the matrix, the last supported wireless release was the 8.3.150 version of software (see chart) –prohibiting 

you from upgrading your controllers to support newer access points. Assume also that your WLCs are in a high 

availability (HA) pair of 5520-series controllers on the earlier version of software. In the event of a partial 9100-series 

AP implementation, first carefully consider the ramifications of an enterprise-wide loss of wireless coverage.

After review, 8.9.100 is the first train of software that allows for compatibility with Catalyst 9100-series access points 

(see above). So, in this situation, you would not (and should not) upgrade your controllers without losing your entire 

wireless enterprise in the process (!)– assuming your controllers sit on the earlier variation of code supported 

for 1140-series APs. This is where the problem arises when integrating newer access points into an environment 

comprised predominantly of legacy access points. You would avoid under these circumstances upgrades of any 

kind until a proper plan was developed and planned maintenance windows have been put into place to support the 

upgrade of the newer Catalyst 9100-series access points in conjunction with a proper software upgrade path based 

on the procedurals laid out by Cisco for your WLCs.

Conclusion

It is often best to take the time to understand your organization’s wireless needs and requirements to satisfy the 

ultimate goal of conducting an upgrade with minimal disruption. When faced with situations where you may have 

independently upgraded your WLCs and lost connection to your legacy access points, referring to the matrix helps 

tremendously in pinpointing the problem to identify the existing inventory of your current wireless environment and 

code limitations back to the controllers.

This is the logistics part of pre-deployment and deployment. To mitigate these issues, you must consider whether 

you want to invest in newer technology implementation as a whole and decide whether to keep legacy access 
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points in place and pepper the enterprise with newer APs because of 

budgetary concerns – which is very challenging. It is always best to refer 

to Cisco documentation and have your wireless network needs and setup 

reviewed prior to any major architectural changes objectively – especially 

ones that involve holistic or even partial changes.

In the end, remaining patient is the best option whenever possible 

for implementing a new wireless solution, whether it is Wi-Fi 5 or 6 

technology. The crossover between legacy and newer technologies is 

a daunting task – arguably more so than determining which technology 

suits the enterprise best. It can seem like buying a new car: sometimes 

the newest and best-looking is not what is in your budget or suits your 

needs as a consumer. 

Consider instead what will work best for your enterprise, and what you 

need to do to make that transition. Those are two considerations that 

merit much thought and research, no matter how large or small your 

wireless deployment.
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